CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS.

A. Conclusions

Referring to the analysis which is conducted to investigate the problem statement stated in the first chapter, the researcher makes the conclusion in this chapter. The conclusion can be seen as follows:

1. Students’ ability in analyzing of derivational and inflectional morphemes on The Jakarta Post article are student average can analyze three word classes that produced of derivation and inflection such as on derivation; manage added –ment is management (noun), beauty added –ful is beautiful (adjective), and usual added –ly is usually (adverb), on iflection; impact added –s is impacts (noun), expect added –ed is expected (verb), and near added –ly is nearly (adverb); and student average can analyze two word classes that produced of derivation and inflection such as on derivation; conserve added –ation is conservation (noun), name added –ly is namely (adverb), on iflection; service added –s is service (noun), improve added –ed is improved (verb).
B. Suggestions

Based on the conclusion above the researcher give some suggestions for other researchers, teachers and students. The suggestions are:

1. For other researcher, the researcher suggests to conduct this topic in different aspect such as comparing student’ understanding between male and female. The purpose of it is to enrich the study about derivation and inflection.

2. For teacher, The Jakarta Post can be used as teaching media of derivation and inflection.

3. For student, if you want to understand about derivation and inflection you have to search words of derivation and inflection on English based articles.
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